Dries Sels and Allan Grønlund have demonstrated numerical algorithms that outperform the players of our Quantum Moves game and they call the conclusions of our article Exploring the Quantum Speed Limit with Computer Games, Nature, 532, 210 (2016)] 'untenable'. Sels and Grønlund ignore that our article already emphasizes that the players do not solve the quantum optimization challenge to any desired accuracy. Our key finding is that player solutions can be employed either as seeds for numerical optimization algorithms or as guidance towards low-dimensional representations of the solutions. The reported success of Sels' and Grønlund's approaches is not in any contradiction with our work, but rather confirms our recommendation to explore low-dimensional algorithmic approaches.
Our article: In our 2016 article [1] , entitled, Exploring the Quantum Speed Limit with Computer Games, we reported on the Quantum Moves citizen science game for computers and handheld devices. In the game, amateur players were able to control the position and depth of a Gaussian shaped potential well and transfer an atomic wave function from a fixed spatial well to a separate spatial region. This challenge is encountered in architectures for quantum computing with neutral atoms, where speed and fidelity of the operation are crucial.
The figure (reproduced from [1] ) shows a compilation of results for the process fidelity and duration of the so-called BringHomeWater challenge in the game. Blue dots indicate individual player results, while the red curve shows the best results of a numerical Krotov algorithm, repeated with a large number of random seeds. We observe that a small group of players obtain solutions with a finite fidelity (left most blue dots) where our simple Krotov algorithm totally fails. We describe this observation in [1] as "players succeeding where purely numerical optimization fails" (Observation 1)
Under finite time constraints, the optimization landscape explored by the Krotov algorithm has many local fidelity maxima and even millions of repetitions with random initial seeds were insufficient to find the global maximum. The blue and yellow curves in the figure are obtained by the same Krotov algorithm as the red curve, but using the player solutions as initial seeds, and extending the search to shorter duration solutions by scaling of the time argument and reiteration of the algorithm. The purple curve is obtained with the same Krotov algorithm using a few-parameter analytical seeding ansatz inspired by a bulk analysis of the player solutions. The diamonds in the figure indicate the quantum speed limit, i.e., the shortest time leading to a 99 % fidelity operation. As shown by the diamonds on the yellow, blue and purple curves in the figure, seeding of the Krotov algorithm with player solutions or the heuristic analytical ansatz rather than random seeds leads to a significant reduction in the quantum speed limit. Given the broad appraisal of the Krotov algorithm, we describe this observation in [1] as a "heuristic optimization method that efficiently outperforms the most prominent established numerical methods" ( O b s e r v a t i o n 2 )
In our view, Observations 1 and 2 are correct, but without more examples and assessment of more algorithms, we can only draw limited scientific conclusions about any general potential of gamified approaches to complex problem solving. Hence, our concluding remarks in the Abstract of [1] : "Combined analyses of optimization landscapes and heuristic solution strategies may benefit wider classes of optimization problems in quantum physics and beyond", and in the Conclusion of [1] : " [The successful use of player solutions] … encourages the pursuit of other quantum research games, as well as dynamic games in other fields." To make one thing clear: As shown in the figure all bare player solutions are quite far below the 99 % fidelity and we make no claim in [1] that gamers can beat algorithms.
Sels' criticism:
In a recent article [2] , entitled Stochastic gradient ascent outperforms gamers in the Quantum Moves game, D. Sels presents numerical optimization results that outperform our player results. He pretends that "players succeeding where purely numerical optimization fails" is our central claim and in a "reproduction" of our data in [2] , he removes the yellow, blue and purple curves from our figure and thus grossly misrepresents the aims and results of our work. It is in perfect agreement with our recommendation of heuristic strategies that the coarse time-scale stochastic gradient ascent method, described in the Appendix of [2] , offers better numerical solutions than both the players and the Krotov search with its larger search space. In a peculiar twist, Sels argues in [2] that the successful player outcomes are due to the validity of (semi-)classical physics and he spends almost the entire article on a technical discussion about classical trajectories. While potentially interesting in its own right, the connection of this analysis to our work is unclear. Sels motivates the study by statements and postulates about players' intuition for quantum physics -but we make no such statements in [1] . We find it likely that our lay players are blissfully ignorant of both formal classical mechanics and the mathematics of wave equations and merely apply their experience from, e.g., pouring and moving a cup of coffee.
Grønlund's criticism:
In an archive submission [3] , entitled Algorithms Clearly Beat Gamers at Quantum Moves: A Verification, A. Grønlund reports implementation and tests of a number of optimization algorithms (referred to as experiments). Grønlund concludes in his Abstract: "These experiments verify and underline the results in [Sels article ] that the conclusions made in [our article] regarding algorithms and optimization are untenable. In fact the opposite conclusions are true." These are strong statements, and while we applaud the elaborate efforts to test different algorithms, to the best of our abilities we see no argument whatsoever in Grønlund's manuscript that 1.
[any] "conclusions regarding algorithms and optimization made in [our article] are untenable" 2.
[any] "opposite conclusions are true." If Grønlund's aim is to demonstrate that algorithms can perform better than players -that makes it at least three of us to reach that conclusion. Compared to earlier versions of Grønlund's manuscript, the so far latest version (number 4) implements a "simple Krotov algorithm", which performs better than all players. Grønlund's implementation is explained in an Appendix in [3] and it applies: "imprecise computation by simply setting a low value for the grid size hg and running each experiment only a limited amount of iterations. We ran 1000 experiments starting with hg= 32and ran it for at most 1500 iterations or until it had stopped improving. Then the best protocol found like this is considered again, we increase the grid size back by doubling and restarting the iteration, until we hit a grid size of 512." Such an iterative procedure where coarse scale solutions effectively serve as seeds for precision calculations goes beyond our (even simpler) implementation of the Krotov algorithm with random seeds. We note, however, that while our Krotov algorithm fails with random seeds, it fares much better with player seeds, and the reader may verify that our blue and purple curves yield values for the quantum speed limit, quite comparable with the advanced arsenal of algorithms subsequently explored by Grønlund. In Grønlund's implementation of the Krotov algorithm, the initial restriction to a smaller grid with fewer control parameters may explain why the algorithm avoids getting stuck on local fidelity maxima. Employing an effective low-dimensional representation as a stepping-stone in the solution of high-dimensional complex problems certainly falls well within our broader recommendation to pursue "heuristic solution strategies". The reported success of the algorithms explored by Sels and by Grønlund are thus in support of our general conclusions rather than the opposite.
Summary:
In summary, as motivation for their very strong criticism of our article [1] , the authors of [2, 3] lift mere observations to "untenable conclusions." This is ironical as our own analyses in [1] explicitly oppose these "conclusions" and we invite the reader to examine our much more cautious statements in [1] about the possible ability of computer players, or the benefit of human intervention, to solve complex tasks. We hope that this note may inspire the reader (and also Sels and Grønlund) to read our article [1] for its analyses of what the players actually do accomplish, and how we use these analyses to explore the complex control landscape of the Quantum Moves challenge. The misrepresentation of our aims and conclusions aside, we are of course excited by the attempts of Sels and Grønlund to develop methods and obtain better solutions than the ones we found. We are happy to see that Sels, in a later publication [4] , acknowledges our Letter for pointing out the challenges of optimization algorithms below the quantum speed limit as a motivation for his own search for effective solutions (player free -of course). We appreciate the attempts by Grønlund to mobilize strong candidate algorithms for future reference comparison of optimization strategies. In future work [5] , we look forward to present results obtained with our new Quantum Moves 2 platform and to investigate how a variety of algorithms compare on multiple tasks, with and without seeding strategies based on player solutions.
